Abstract-Second-order scattering induced reflection divergence and nonlinear depolarization on randomly sub-wavelength corrugated semiconductor nano-pillar surface is observed, which explains the nonlinear transverse electric (TE)/transverse magnetic (TM) mode transformation of the nano-pillar surface reflection with diminishing Brewster angle. The reflected field polarization ratios are increased from 0.12 to 0.65 and from 0.11 to 0.55 under TE-and TMmode incidences by increasing Si nano-pillar height from 30 to 240 nm. A small-perturbation modeling corroborates the scattering induced second-order polarization transformation to depolarize the reflection from highly corrugated Si nano-pillar surface. The higher field polarization ratio at TE-mode reflection caused by a severer inhomogeneous Si nano-pillars oriented in parallel with surface normal is concluded. With the enlarged field polarization ratio under TMmode incidence, the angular dependent reflectance spectra with a gradually diminished and shifted Brewster angle from 74 • to 45 • can be simulated. The nano-roughened surface induced second-order scattering model correlates the diminishing Brewster angle with the surface depolarized reflection.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, the sub-wavelength semiconductor anti-reflective and antiglare structure surface has emerged as an alternative to replace the traditional anti-reflective coatings and has been utilized in versatile optoelectronic devices [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In most works, the surface anti-reflection property of the nano-roughened structure was typically realized as a multi-layered model with gradually changed refractive index induced by different air-Si mixture compositions [8] . In addition, the investigation of light scattering from the roughened anti-glare surface has caused great interests in scientific researches [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In 1967, the surface depolarization on the backscattered light from either the disordered metallic or inhomogeneous dielectric surfaces under a linearly polarized incidence at different angles were experimentally characterized without theoretical modeling [9] . Later on, the works described the multiple light scattered from the anti-glare surface with irregularly distributed spherical nano-particles with Mie scattering theory [17, 18] . The depolarization is attributed to the multiple scattering with the degree of depolarization seriously enhanced by increasing reflections from sub-surface of the roughened metallic or inhomogeneous dielectrics [19] . It was preliminarily assumed that the volume scattering within the inhomogeneous dielectrics plays an important role on the depolarization phenomenon [20] , assuming the depolarized reflection under the linearly polarized incidence is a function independent with the surface roughness and the scattering angle [20] .
Until 1975, both the surface and the sub-surface scattering effects were taken into consideration via the use of singlesurface Kirchhoff method [21] . The derivation was reported to coincide with the preliminary observation [22] that the backscattered light is surface-roughness dependent, whereas the depolarization contributed by surface corrugation is negligible. Nonetheless, an extinction theorem was subsequently to correlate the depolarized reflectance with the surface corrugation without giving experimental evidence [23] . Under a linearly polarized light incidence into nanoscale roughed sub-wavelength semiconductor anti-reflective/anti-glare structure surface, such a surface-roughness dependent or independent reflection depolarization was still left as an uncertainty until now. The latter quantitative analyses on the scattering beam divergence and the incident-mode dependent reflection depolarization with the aspect ratio of the nano-roughened semiconductor surface were seldom correlated with these dialectical modeling works up to now. A latter experiment in 1994 also reported that the incident light with specific polarization was found to lose its polarization in randomized multiple scattering surface [24] . Some scientists have ever provided conceptual description that the polarized light undergoes serious scattering and multiple reflections within the inhomogeneous dielectrics, where the induced dipoles suffer from the superposition of numerous unrelated optical fields to result in the completely depolarized reflection [25] .
Even though, the depolarization of light in such an inhomogeneously nano-corrugated medium is still not quantitatively analyzed and completely elucidated due to the complex numerical calculation of the randomly multiple scattering.
This work discusses the disordered nano-pillar roughened Si surface with pillar-height dependent divergence of reflection beam and reduction of polarization ratio, which are analyzed and elucidated by using a multiple scattering model based on the Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem numerically derived by Nieto-Vesperinas calculation. The diagnosis of a set of Si nano-pillar samples with lengthening pillar heights is numerically simulated to confirm the observed variation on the degree of depolarization and shifting Brewster angle, and its correlation with the nano-pillar height dependent surface scattering. The multiple scattering is characterized by measuring the scattered reflection intensity versus the divergent angle from Si nano-pillar surface. The shift and disappearance of Brewster angle in angular reflectance spectrum and its correlation with depolarization are explained through modeling.
EXPERIMENT
The Ni nano-dots covered SiO 2 nano-mask assistant dry-etching method was utilized to fabricate the semiconductor anti-reflective nano-pillar on n-type (100)-oriented Si substrate surface with different pillar heights [26] . In the beginning, we deposited a Ni film with 50 nm thick on the 200Å-thick SiO 2 coated Si substrate by using an e-beam evaporator, and the Ni deposition rate is 0.1Å/s. The self-aggregation of Ni nano-dots was occurred by employing the rapid thermal annealing process at 850 • C for 22 s under the N 2 flowing gas, the area density of Ni nano-dots on SiO 2 /Si substrate is 5 × 10 11 cm −2 .
In the dry-etching process, a planar-type inductively coupled plasma enhanced reactive ion etching system (ICP-RIE) with ICP/bias power of 100/50 watts was used to adjust the Si nano-pillar height. During the etching process, the CF 4 /Ar ratio of the gas mixture was 40/40 SCCM and the chamber pressure was 0.66 Pa. Simultaneously, the Si nano-pillar height was controlled by detuning the fluencies of the oxygen gas in the ICP-RIE chamber. The Si nano-pillar based anti-reflective surface with pillar height from 30 to 240 nm, changing pedestal width from 20 to 60 nm, altering sidewall slope (the ratio of the nano-pillar height to the half-pedestal width) from 2 to 7 were synthesized by detuning the etching time between 5 to 7 min.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To measure the divergence of the scattered reflection-beam from Si or Si nano-pillar surface, a CW Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) with output power of 10 mW and a linear polarizer with extinction ratio up to 10000 : 1 are used to produce the TE and TM-mode light sources. The incidence angle is fixed at 20 • in every measurement, and the distance between the sample and the power meter is 7 cm. The reflected power is collected by adding a pin hole with diameter of 250 µm prior to the power sensor head. The scattering reflection effect of the Si nano-pillar surface is characterized by concentrically scanning the power sensor related to the reflected beam axis with the use of a rotating stage, giving the scattered light intensity as a function of rotating angle in the vertical and the horizontal direction.
A significant multiple scattering accompanied with a serious divergence reflection-beam is observed from the Si nano-pillar surface. Under TE and TM-mode incidences on Si nano-pillar and Si wafer surface, the scattered reflection-beam intensity versus the divergent angle are analyzed to characterize the degree of scattering. contour maps of the angular dependent scattered reflection intensity from the surfaces of the flat Si wafer and the Si nano-pillar sample with a pillar length of 240 nm, respectively. A purely Gaussian distribution sustains for the surface reflection from the unprocessed Si wafer, whereas the reflection from Si nano-pillar surface reshape itself to shown a degraded Gaussian function with the divergent angle. Not only the central part of the reflection beam broadens its angular distribution from 0.33 • (for Si wafer) to 0.9 • (for Si nano-pillar surface), but also the scattered pedestal of the reflection beam greatly diverges from 4 • (for Si wafer) to 14 • (for Si nano-pillar surface). In particular, the divergent angle of the surface reflection from Si nano-pillar is much broader than that from the Si wafer, and the TE-mode incidence induces a larger divergence than TM-mode incidence. These results interpret that the linearly and orthogonally polarized incidences could suffer from different multiple scattering effects in the inhomogeneous and nano-roughened material surface to cause the varying degree of depolarization.
Although it was preliminarily observed that the inhomogeneous dielectric material with roughened surface enables the depolarization of the incident light at all angles of incidence [27] , where the multiple scattering was assumed to play an important role on such a depolarization effect [19] , the quantitative analysis on the aspect-ratio dependent depolarization of the nano-scaled semiconductor nano-pillar surface has not yet been investigated in detail. During our analysis, the reflected polarization ratios P TE (at TE-mode incidence) and P TM (at TM-mode incident) are defined as ( . For TE-mode and TM-mode incidences, the nano-pillar corrugated surface reflectance is plotted as a function of the angular difference between the polarizer and analyzer axes. The reflectance of an unprocessed Si wafer completely diminishes when the deviated angle between polar and analyzer gradually enlarges to 90 • , whereas the Si nano-pillar roughened surface reveals an enlarged reflectance with increasing nano-pillar height.
The higher Si nano-pillar inevitably leads to the worse degradation on the reflected polarization ratio, which is attributed to the serious scattering within the higher aspect-ratio Si nano-pillar corrugated surface.
Such an anomalous reflectance induces a partially polarization-mode transformation to scramble the reflected polarization, in which the degree of polarization is dependent with the original polarization mode. The TE-mode incidence induces a severer degradation on the reflected polarization than the TM-mode incidence does. With an enlarging nano-pillar height, the lower polarization ratio of the polarized reflectance is observed to degrade when comparing with that of the original incidence. If we plot the polarization states of the reflected beam, it is clearly shown that both the TE-and TM-mode incidences induce the polarization scrambling effect on the reflection from the surface corrugated by randomly distributed Si nano-pillars. However, the TE-mode suffers from a more significant depolarization effect than that of the TM-mode, as shown in Figure 3 . Both the reflected intensity polarization ratios under TE-and TM-mode incidences remain as high as 97% when the pillar height is smaller than 30 nm, which is not influenced by the Si nanopillar roughened surface with a small corrugation. Nevertheless, the intensity polarization ratio of P TM under TM-mode incidence is degraded from 97.5% to 53%, respectively, as the Si nano-pillar height increases from 30 to 240 nm (see Figure 4) . In contrast, the P TE obtained under TE-mode incidence decays from 96.8% to 40% after suffering from a severer depolarization during reflection. Since the inhomogeneous Si nano-pillar structure causes a different surface scattering effect [28] on the TE-and TM-mode incidences, which inevitably results in a deviation on the reflected depolarization as the surface corrugation becomes significant. In experiment, we observe that the depolarized reflection from the Si nano-pillar roughened surface is strongly related to the nano-pillar length, which can be correlated to the simulation on the corrugated surface scattering previously established by Nieto-Vesperinas [23] . The depolarization from the roughened semiconductor surface enhances with lengthening nano-pillar height due to the enlarged scattering and transformation between the orthogonal polarization-modes in reflection.
To further investigate the depolarization of the electromagnetic wave scattered from Si nano-pillar roughen surface, the NietoVesperinas calculation based on the Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem is introduced [21] . Assume that a linear polarized wave E i (r) with wave vector k i = ( K, −q i ) is incident on the sub-wavelength nanopillar surface with a surface profile of z = αD R (r), where D R (r) represents the corrugation function and α denotes the nano-pillar height dependent parameter to describe the roughness of the nanopillar surface. The optical field of the incident laser beam is described as
] with E 0 = (E 01 , E 02 , E 03 ) denoting a constant field vector. Several parameters are introduced to obtain the scattered field from the nano-pillar roughened semiconductor surface, the k R = ( K + R, q i ) is given as the propagating vector of the reflected field with R = (−R 1 , R 2 , 0) and k = ( K + R, −q). The a TE and a TM denote two orthogonal unit vectors of TE and TM polarized waves corresponding to the scattering plane, as described by
With the E 02 = E 03 = 0 assumed TE-incidence, the TE-and TM-component of the optical field are denoted as E T E/T E ( R) and E T M/T E ( R), respectively. For TMincidence, E 01 = 0, and the TE-and TM-component of the scattered electric field are denoted
as: E T E/T M ( R) and E T M/T M ( R).
With the small-perturbation approximation derived in the previous work [23] , the nano-pillar surface shape dependent scattering and depolarization on the four optical field components are expressed as below, in which the incident and reflected angles are replaced by Cartesian coordinate parameters.
The field polarization ratios of the scattered optical reflectance under TE-and TM-mode incidences are defined as
, respectively. By using the parameters:
The simulated results can be obtained. As a result, the Figure 5 demonstrates the simulated and the measured field polarization ratios of the Si nano-pillar with varied nano-pillar lengths under TEand TM-mode incidences, which increase from 0.12 to 0.65 under TEmode incidence and from 0.11 to 0.55 under TM-mode incidence by enlarging nano-pillar length from 30 to 240 nm. According to the theoretical simulation, the field polarization ratio closely correlates with the surface profile through αD R by the second-order expansion of the optical field. Both the experimental and simulated results are qualitatively resembled to the Rayleigh-Fano approach [29] , suggesting that the reflected depolarization occurred at corrugated surface is a second- Figure 5 . The field polarization ratio of Si nano-pillar with varied nano-pillar length under TE-and TM-mode incidences. order scattering effect under small-perturbation approximation. The linearly polarized optical incidence is perturbed when impinging on the roughened surface, such that the scattered reflection changes its polarization from linear to elliptical one. Increasing the Si nano-pillar length would lead to a more corrugated surface with enlarging the field polarization ratio. The depolarization is indeed the second-order effect of the field expansion due to the nano-pillar surface corrugation with the perturbation expansion in powers of α, as obtained from the modeling. The simulation results also verify the fact of a larger depolarization happened for TE-mode incidence due to the existence of second term in Equation (2). For TM-mode incidence, the reflected optical wave depolarizes into a second-order TE-mode scattered wave due to the appearance of the third term in Equation (4) . As evidence, the lower field polarization ratio is obtained under TM-mode incidence, whereas the TE-mode incidence with its polarization orthogonal to the orientation of the vertically aligned Si nano-pillars inevitably suffers from a severer depolarization.
Since the TM-mode incidence provides a larger scalar product with the internal displacement field within these Si nano-structures than the TE-mode. That is, the optical field component within the randomly corrugated surface experiences such nano-structures more like an unprocessed bulk Si wafer for TM-mode case. Under the presence of an incident optical wave with its polarization in parallel with the perpendicularly aligned nano-pillars, more bound electrons within Si atoms undergo the driving force for remaining its dielectric permittivity less deviated from that in bulk case. In contrast, the TEmode incidence interacts with fewer bounded electrons but penetrates a deeper air-Si mixed structure to induce a severer scattering effect. Consequently, the reflectance behavior of TM-mode incidence is less different from the bulk Si case, whereas the TE-mode incidence faces a more significant scattering and depolarization problem.
In addition, such a polarization scrambling effect due to the Si nano-pillar induced second-order scattering process also causes a Brewster angle diminishing phenomenon under TM-mode incidence, as shown in Figure 6 . According to the measured results of depolarization phenomenon which occurs in Si nano-pillar roughened surface, the gradually shifted and diminishing Brewster angle is expected and attributed to the depolarized reflection from the highly corrugated Si nano-pillar surface with gradually enlarged aspect-ratio. The angular dependent reflectance spectra with a gradually shifted Brewster angle from 74 • to 45 • can be simulated with the enlarged field polarization ratio under TM-mode incidence from 0.11 to 0.55. The experimental results show that the Brewster angle phenomenon is eventually disappeared from the angular reflectance of Si nano-pillar surface with pillar height up to 240 nm. The significant deviation between the experimental and simulated curves of the angular reflectance spectra happened at nearly grazing-angle incidence for all samples. In particular, a similar deviation was observed at nearly Brewster angle for longer nano-pillar samples, which is caused by the larger surface scattering effect [30] than expected. In this case, the reflected beam becomes too divergent to be completely collected by the detecting optics, and the scattering of TM-mode is severer than that predicted by the small-perturbation model. As the field polarization ratio increases, the Brewster angle shifts toward small angle and the Brewster angle phenomenon related reflection dip at angular reflectance spectrum gradually disappears. With a critical nano-pillar height of 150 nm, the depolarization effect dominates the reflected beam in which a part of the original incidence with its specific polarization transferring to another polarization state. Therefore, the TM-mode incidence dependent Brewster angle phenomenon diminishes when the pure TM-mode reflection is partially depolarized to a mixed TE+TM polarization-mode output.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the depolarized reflection of the Si nano-pillar roughened surface with different corrugation factor is investigated. The central part of the reflection beam broadens its angular distribution from 0.33 • (for Si wafer) to 0.9 • (for Si nano-pillar surface), but also the scattered pedestal of the reflection beam greatly diverges from 4 • (for Si wafer) to 14 • (for Si nano-pillar surface). The surface depolarization with field polarization ratios increased from 0.12 to 0.65 and 0.11 to 0.55 under TE-and TM-mode incidences, respectively, are observed by enlarging nano-pillar height from 30 to 240 nm. The severer corrugated surface results in a worse depolarization, which is ascribed to the stronger scattering induced polarization mode transformation. Therefore, the diminish on the TM-mode incidence dependent Brewster angle phenomenon is expected when the pure TM-mode reflection is partially depolarized to mixed TE+TM mode output. In addition, the lower field polarization ratio is obtained under TM-mode incidence, whereas the more serious depolarization under TE-mode incidence by the enhanced scattering in the nano-pillar structure is confirmed. In contrast to the TE-mode incidence, the less depolarized reflection under TM-mode incidence owing to the second-order scattering term occurred in the reflected orthogonal polarization can be obtained by small-perturbation simulation. The angular dependent reflectance spectra with a gradually shifted Brewster angle from 74 • to 45 • can be simulated with the enlarged field polarization ratio under TM-mode incidence. As the field polarization ratio increases, the Brewster angle shifts toward small angle and the related reflection dip at angular reflectance spectrum gradually disappears.
